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Sir: 

Further to 37 CFR § 1.550(e) and M.P.E.P. 2272, this paper is filed in response to the 

Final Rejection ("FR") dated September 11,2013. Claims 31, 32, 39, 42, 43, and 116 of U.S. 

Patent No. 5,684,863 are under reexamination in the current proceedings. The FR rejects each of 

these claims in view of the prior art. 

The Patent Owner maintains and hereby incorporates by reference the points made in the 

Patent Owner's response to the prior Non-Final Action including the declaration of Dr. Arthur T. 

Brody, Ph.D ("Prior Response"). Reconsideration is earnestly solicited in view of the points set 

forth therein. The Patent Owner further responds to the FR as follows. 
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I. The Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102 and 103 Are Unsupported and Should be 
Withdrawn 

A. Claim Construction. 

The Patent Owner maintains the construction of "format" set forth by the Court in In re 

Katz Interactive Call Processing Patent Litig., 639 F.3d 1303, 1320 (Fed. Cir. 2011). This 

settled construction properly applies here and is fully consistent with the intrinsic evidence 

including the' 863 patent specification and claims. 

The FR takes issue with the Patent Owner's observation that the settled construction of 

format requires an "automated" call processing flow. (FR at 49-50.) To be clear, the Patent 

Owner is not altering the existing construction. The Patent Owner merely points out that a 

"format," as per the settled construction, refers to "a call processing flow implemented by at least 

one computer program that sets forth the content and sequence of steps to gather information 

from and convey information to callers through pre-recorded prompts and messages." The call 

processing flow is implemented and guided by underlying computer programming-thus it is 

automated. Mere spontaneous conversation between two people that is not guided by underlying 

computer programming does not disclose the requirements of a "format" under the proper claim 

construction. 

The FR appears to assert that the' 863 patent contemplates a live human operator being 

involved in a format. (FR at 50-51; see also FR at 55-59.) The FR claims, for example, that "the 

'863 patent 'computer interface' and the 'operator interface' with the callers are merely two 

different kinds of interface that may be used by a format." (FR at 59.) The FR further states, for 

example, that the settled construction of "format"-which specifies a computer-implemented call 

processing flow, i.e., an automated call processing flow-is "inconsistent with the '863 patent 

specification." (FR at 51.) The FR's analysis is unsupported by the intrinsic evidence. As 

explained in the Prior Response, the' 863 patent specification and claim 27 never refer to a live

operator communication as a "format" or as being part of a "format." The "formats" described 

in the '863 patent specification (unlike the later continuation-in-part '285 patent specification) do 

not involve any human operators. The FR does not cite any description from the' 863 patent that 
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is inconsistent with the settled construction specifying that a format is an (automated) computer

implemented call processing flow. 

To be sure, the live operator in the '863 patent disclosure can enter some data into the 

system, as reflected in claim 27. The operator can enter into the system at least some of the same 

types of data that the caller could enter. But the live-operator operation is separate and distinct 

from the computer-implemented call processing flow that constitutes the format. 

The FR takes issue with the Patent Owner's wording in describing that the "format 

interface" is aborted, saying that "[t]he thing that is 'aborted' is the computer interface, not the 

format." (FR at 59.) Again, the FR does not cOlTectly appreciate the patent's teachings and the 

meaning of "format." As set forth in the Prior Response, the specification describes that the 

format is aborted when the caller transfers to the live operator. The format is the computerized 

call processing flow. When the computer interface is aborted, the format is aborted. 

In view of the absence of intrinsic evidence supporting the Examiner's interpretation of 

the patent and claims, reconsideration is earnestly solicited. 

B. First Ground of Rejection: Claims 31, 32, 39, 42, and 43 Over Barger in 
View of NDC and Student Registration. 

1. Barger Does Not Disclose Multiple Different "Formats" As the Claims 
Require. 

The Patent Owner maintains the Prior Response as to why Barger does not disclose 

multiple different conculTently operated formats. The FR fails to provide any new support for its 

misinterpretation of the claim scope and of the Barger reference. (FR at 52-60.) 

The Patent Owner notes that the Federal Circuit appeals court has affirmed the Board's 

decision in a reexamination involving the '863 patent, in Federal Circuit Appeal No. 13-1138, in 

which the Board found that Barger discloses multiple "formats" as recited in '863 patent claim 

27. The Federal Circuit did not provide any opinion stating its reasoning. The Patent Owner 

respectfully disagrees with the Board's findings in this regard. 

Regarding Barger's live operator mode, for example, the FR focuses its argument on the 

live operator mode allegedly being "automated." (FR at 54-56.) However, it is not just 

"automation" that makes a format; a "format" must satisfy the settled definition of a format, 

which is supported and informed by the intrinsic evidence of the '863 patent and related patents. 
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Under the settled construction of "format," the format specifies the exchange of information with 

the caller that sets forth the content and sequence of steps for exchanging information with 

callers using pre-recorded prompts and messages. In Barger's live operator mode there is no 

such "script" of pre-recorded prompts and messages for exchanging information with callers. 

The live operator mode does not satisfy the requirements of a format as properly construed. 

Regarding Barger's second and third modes, the FR does not identify any new disclosure 

in Barger that the second mode and third mode have any different call processing flows to 

constitute different formats. (FR at 60-62.) As explained in the Prior Response, the second 

mode and third mode are merely two ways of accessing the same push-button call flow. The 

only difference is the equipment the caller may use to access that call flow. Barger's mention 

that the caller at the retail location "may" purchase directly from the retailer does not disclose 

any different call processing flow for the caller at the retail location. 

2. The FR Does Not Demonstrate that NDC Discloses Called Number 
Identification Signals Automatically Provided by the Communication 
Facility. 

As explained in the Prior Response, the mention of "DNI" in the NDC reference does not 

disclose called number identification signals "automatically provided by said communication 

facility." The FR asserts that "the 'called number' necessarily originates from the caller's 

location and is passed through some 'communication facility. '" (FR at 62.) But that reasoning is 

not grounded in any disclosure of the NDC reference, and does not demonstrate any disclosure in 

the reference of called number identification signals automatically provided by a communication 

facility. The FR's reasoning appears to be similar to an argument advanced in a prior 

reexamination proceeding in which the Examiner asserted that Barger discloses called-number 

identification signals, an argument that the Board did not endorse on appeal. (See Reexam. No. 

901008,057, Appeal No. 2010-6516, Decision on Appeal, at 14 ("the Examiner has not 

adequately established that the limitation 'telephonic communication facility automatically 

provides call data signals, as to indicate called numbers' is necessarily present in Barger. 

Accordingly, we reverse the rejection of claim 54 under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b).").) Reconsideration 

is earnestly solicited. 
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The FR also asselis that the DNIS-related claim limitations are essentially irrelevant 

because "the automated provision of DNIS from the communication facility is merely intended 

use of the apparatus and therefore fails to have patentable weight." (FR at 63-64.) However, as 

set forth in the Prior Response, the claims recite means-plus-function elements that are not 

shown to be disclosed by the references, including "means to receive called number 

identification signals (DNIS) automatically provided by said communication facility to identify a 

select one of a plurality of different called numbers associated with a select format of a plurality 

of different formats" (claim 27 and dependents) and "means to receive caller data signals 

representative of data relating to said individual callers, including caller personal identification 

data and said called number identification data signals (DNIS) ... " (claim 116). 

To establish that a claim with means-plus-function elements is anticipated or obvious 

over the prior art, the Examiner must first demonstrate that the prior art discloses the identical 

function recited in the claim. "[T]he application of a prior art reference to a means or step plus 

function limitation requires that the prior art element perform the identical function specified in 

the claim." MPEP 2182 (emphasis added), citing In re Donaldson, 16 F.3d 1189, 1193 (Fed. 

Cir. 1994). 

If the prior art is shown to disclose the identical function, then the "[E]xaminer carries the 

initial burden of proof for showing that the prior art structure or step is the same as or equivalent 

to the structure, material, or acts described in the specification which has been identified as 

corresponding to the claimed means or step plus function." MPEP 2182 (emphasis added), citing 

In re Donaldson, 16 F.3d 1189. 

It is earnestly requested that the rejections be withdrawn and the claims be confirmed as 

patentable. 

3. NDC Does Not Disclose or Render Obvious Different Telephone 
Numbers To Different Concurrently Implemented Formats. 

The Prior Response explained why NDC does not disclose the selection of a format from 

among multiple formats, based on called-number identification signals as the claims recite. The 

FR does not identify any further disclosure in the reference that discloses multiple formats within 

the scope of the claims. 
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4. NDC Does Not Render Obvious the Use ofDNIS 'Vith Barger. 

The Patent Owner maintains that it was not obvious to use the DNI-related functionality 

ofNDC with Barger as set forth in the Prior Response. 

5. Barger and Student Registration Do Not Disclose or Render Obvious 
the "Qualification Structure" and "Personal Identification Data" 
Limitations. 

The Patent Owner maintains the claim construction that the "qualification structure" 

claim 27 and its dependent claims requires capability to receive "data" that is "provided by" the 

caller to the system, as opposed to information being spoken by the caller to a live operator. The 

FR suggests that Patent Owner "must add additional language to the claim language" for this 

claim interpretation (FR at 67), but that is not the case. The Patent Owner does not change the 

claim language, but merely explains that the caller-provided data could be provided "such as 

using touch-tones," which is only an example illustrating the proper scope of the claims as 

informed by the specification. 

The Patent Owner further maintains the reasoning as to why it was not obvious to modify 

or combine Barger and Student Registration so as to satisfy the claim requirements of the 

"qualification structure." The rejection relies on the invention as a template, and uses hindsight

based analysis to piece together the invention, rather than identifying teachings in the prior art 

that would have naturally suggested the complete inventions at the time of the inventions. 

6. The FR Does Not Set Forth the Requisite Means-Plus-Function 
Analysis. 

As noted previously, claim 27 and its dependent claims at issue recite several means-

plus-function elements. "[T]he application of a prior art reference to a means or step plus 

function limitation requires that the prior art element perform the identical function specified in 

the claim." MPEP 2182 (emphasis added), citing In re Donaldson, 16 F.3d 1189, 1193 (Fed. 

Cir. 1994). The FR does not properly reject the claims because, for example, the references do 

not disclose the "identical" function as required by the claims, that is performed by structure that 

is the same or equivalent as those disclosed in the' 863 patent specification. 
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7. Claims 42 and 43 Are Not Obvious in view ofNDC. 

The Patent Owner respectfully maintains the reasoning of the Prior Response as to why 

claims 42 and 43 are not obvious. The Patent Owner does not agree with the FR's interpretation 

of the NDC reference. There is no disclosure of the requirements of claims 42 and 43. 

C. Second Ground of Rejection: Claims 31, 32, 39, 42, and 43 Over Harger in 
View ofNDC, VCT86, and Student Registration. 

The Patent Owner maintains the Prior Response regarding the second ground of rejection. 

1. VCT '86 Does Not Disclose Multiple Concurrently Implemented 
Formats. 

The Patent Owner respectfully disagrees with the FR's assertion that VCT '86 discloses 

multiple formats. The FR focuses on the possibility of a format being implemented by an 

operator, but the point is that whether or not the' 863 patent claims could cover an operator

implemented format, the live operator functionality in VCT ' 86 does not disclose a "format" 

under the settled construction or any reasonable construction. The FR does not newly identify 

any material disclosure in this regard. 

2. VCT '86 Does Not Render Obvious DNIS to Implement Multiple 
Formats In Harger. 

The Patent Owner maintains the prior response as to why VCT ' 86 does not render 

obvious the use ofDNIS in Barger as asserted. The Patent Owner acknowledges that the 

Federal Circuit has affirmed a Board decision finding it obvious to combine Barger and VCT '86 

in a similar manner with respect to '863 patent claim 27, as noted above. The Patent Owner 

respectfully maintains disagreement with the reasoning stated in the present case. 

D. Third Ground of Rejection: Claims 42 and 43 Over Harger in View of NDC, 
Oliphant, and Student Registration. 

The Patent Owner respectfully maintains the prior showing as to why it was not obvious 

to combine these four disparate references to achieve the inventions. 
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E. Fourth Ground of Rejection: Claims 42 and 43 Over Barger in View of 
NDC, VCT86, Oliphant, and Student Registration. 

The Patent Owner respectfully maintains the prior showing and explanation as to why the 

references do not disclose the claim requirements and why it was not obvious to combine these 

five disparate references to achieve the inventions. The Patent Owner remains unaware of any 

case in which no four references together could render obvious an invention, but a five-reference 

combination was found by a Court to render the invention obvious. 

F. Fifth Ground of Rejection: Claim 116 in View of Barger, NDC, Student 
Registration, VCT87, and Moosemiller. 

The Patent Owner respectfully maintains the prior showing and explanation as to why the 

references do not disclose the claim requirements and why it was not obvious to combine these 

five disparate references to achieve the inventions. 

II. Conclusion 
For the foregoing reasons, the Patent Owner respectfully requests that the rejections of 

claims 31, 32, 39,42,43, and 116 of the '863 patent be withdrawn. 

Dated: November 12,2013 

Respectfully submitted, 

COOLEYLLP 

/j 1(£:. ". >-< . 
Frank V. ietrantonio 
Registra 'on No. 32,289 
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